
 

 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

In which venues are lectures recorded? 

The current Echo-enabled venues are listed on the CloudDeakin Echo Guides.  

How are my lectures recorded? 

When teaching spaces with lecture capture facilities are timetabled for a class, a corresponding 
booking is now automatically created in EchoSystem so that a recording can be made available to 
students through CloudDeakin. Last minute change of venues is also catered for in the system.  A list 
of venues and additional detail are available on the EchoSystem support pages. If you need further 
assistance or advice, please contact the CloudDeakin Support Team on x17500. 

Lectures are recorded automatically at the start time and run for the full duration designated as 
specified on the booking form. A notification email is sent to the Unit Chair once the recording has 
been processed and is ready for student access. 

Can I edit my recording schedule once it is booked? 

CloudDeakin support need to be notified of any changes to the recording schedule. 

Staff can copy or delete an Echo recording from the EchoSystem. Instructions on how to do this are 
available on the CloudDeakin Echo Guides. 

Can I make a lecture unavailable without deleting it from Echo? 

Yes, from within EchoSystem you need to tick the selection box next to your recording and scroll to 
the bottom of the page and select from the dropdown actions menu “Unavailable”. This action 
might take a couple of minutes to process in the system. To make the recording available select the 
unavailable tab in Echoes listing, tick the selection box next to the recording and scroll to the bottom 
of the page and select from the dropdown actions menu “Available”. 

How do I schedule a one-off recording? 

To schedule a special event or one-off recording—for example, a keynote or symposium—first check 
to see if the venue is free and then book the recording via the “Request an Echo Recording Booking” 
page on CloudDeakin Echo Guides.   

Can I publish pre-recorded lectures/screencasts to Echo? 

Yes you can.  You will need to first request an Echo section for your unit via the “Echo Recording 
Request Form”. Then you need to download EchoSystem Person Capture from the EchoSystem . 
Instructions on installing and using EchoSystem Personal Capture is available on CloudDeakin Echo 
Guides.  

  

http://www.deakin.edu.au/teaching-learning/dso/guides/echo/echo-venues.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/learning/clouddeakin/clouddeakin-guides/video-and-audio/echo
mailto:clouddeakinsupport@deakin.edu.au
https://echosystem.deakin.edu.au/ess/app
http://www.deakin.edu.au/teaching-learning/dso/guides/echo/echo-copy-delete.php
https://echosystem.deakin.edu.au/ess/app
http://www.deakin.edu.au/teaching-learning/dso/guides/echo/echo-venue-capture.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/streaming/staff/ilecture-booking/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/streaming/staff/ilecture-booking/index.php
https://echosystem.deakin.edu.au/
http://www.deakin.edu.au/teaching-learning/dso/guides/echo/install-personal-capture.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/teaching-learning/dso/guides/echo/install-personal-capture.php


 

 

 

How do I record in a non-Echo venue? 

There are a number of different ways you can record in a non-Echo venue: 

 Use an iPod or MP3 player to record a podcast (equipment is available at Learning 
Innovations for staff to loan, contact BL CloudDeakin Support for more information. 

 Setup your laptop with EchoSystem Personal Capture to capture the screen and audio. You 
will also need a wireless microphone to be able to freely move around the venue.  

What formats are the recordings published in? 

Echo recordings are published in the following formats: 

 for streaming: Flash for audio and video 

 for podcasting download: mp3 and mp4. 

How do students access recordings? 

When a recording is completed, an email is sent to the Unit Chair informing them that the recording 
has been processed and is ready to be accessed. 

It is up to the Unit Chair to make the Echo recordings available to students via CloudDeakin. There 
are two options staff can choose from: 

 One link to all recordings for the trimester, this is updated automatically each week.  

 Links to individual recordings for the trimester, the Unit Chair needs to manually add this 
each week. 

Instructions on how to link to Echo Recordings are available on the CloudDeakin Echo Guides.   

I give repeats of some of my lectures.  Can I choose which one I want to made available to 
students? 

Yes, you can.  You can add links to all recordings at all venues/campuses or you can select which 
ones you wish to make accessible to students. Sometimes Unit Chairs find that one lecture 
contained more information than the other, or that it was delivered better.  Follow the instructions 
on how to link to Echo Recordings which are available on the CloudDeakin Echo Guides. 

What happens to recordings when the semester ends? 

Recordings from the previous semester are archived by Business & Law CloudDeakin Support, unless 
you request otherwise. 

How do I listen to my recordings? 

You can either access your Echo recordings via the notification email sent after the recording is 
processed or through the link to EchoSystem in CloudDeakin. 

  

mailto:bl-clouddeakin@deakin.edu.au
http://www.deakin.edu.au/teaching-learning/dso/guides/echo/install-personal-capture.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/teaching-learning/dso/guides/echo/echo-link-clouddeakin.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/teaching-learning/dso/guides/echo/echo-link-clouddeakin.php


 

 

 

What does Echo record? 

Echo can record audio or audio/video. 

The audio recorded is in the majority of cases the same audio that plays through the speakers in the 
lecture theatre. The audio from all functioning microphones is recorded, and if you play a CD, video 
or mp3 recording during the lecture, the audio from the device you use is recorded. 

The video recorded is the same as that projected in the lecture theatre, this includes PowerPoint 
presentations shown using the lectern computer. If you play a video or use the desktop camera, the 
video from these devices will be recorded.  

I checked my lecture recordings and there was a problem. There was no sound / image.  What do I 
do? 

Notify CloudDeakin support of any problems encountered during your lecture or after the recording 
is processed. 

There is an editing function for Echo recordings that you can access from within the EchoSystem. 
Instructions on how to edit Echo recordings is available on the CloudDeakin Echo guides.  Assistance 
can also be given by staff in BL-CloudDeakin.  

How do I subscribe to the podcast of my lectures? 

The most common application that allows you to subscribe is iTunes on both PC and Macintosh 
computers. In the bottom corner of the EchoCentre page hover over the RSS icon and right-click on 
Podcast or Vodcast and select copy link location. Open iTunes and click on advanced in the iTunes 
menu. Select subscribe to podcast and paste the URL into the box and select ok. 

mailto:clouddeakinsupport@deakin.edu.au
https://echosystem.deakin.edu.au/
http://www.deakin.edu.au/teaching-learning/dso/guides/echo/echo-trim.php
mailto:bl-clouddeakin@deakin.edu.au

